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Abstra t.

Under- onstrained geometri onstraint systems are often
onsidered as mis- onstrained systems whi h have to be orre ted by
a ompletion me hanism. We expose here some works performed in our
team and where under- onstrained systems are onsidered as a wish of
the designer or a step used in order to solve a well- onstrained system.
1

Introdu tion

The main goal of the geometri

onstraint solving problem

onsists in yielding

obje ts de laratively spe ied by the means of both a geometri

des ription in-

volving the hara teristi entities of the obje t, like points, lines, planes or
and the relations between these entities, also named geometri
The problemati
of

of geometri

ir les,

onstraints.

onstraint solving mainly arises in two elds

omputer s ien e. The rst one is the Computer Aided Edu ation domain

(CAE), where problems from high s hool mathemati al programs like the following one (see "Statement" below) have to be
dynami

onsidered in the

ontext of

geometry ([1, 2℄) or Computer Assisted Proof in geometry ([36℄).

Statement.
given lines,

A
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D1

and

be a point on

D2 be
D1 , B

two
be a

D2 and M any point. Constru t
d passing through M and rossing
D1 in point X and D2 in point Y su h
that distan e AX + BY is equal to a
given onstant l (see the gure along-

AX + BY = l

M
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a line

A

D1

X
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2

side).
Although many features of this domain are interesting in order to have a
good understanding of the geometri

onstraint solving problemati , the fo us

will not be put on this domain in this paper [7, 8℄.
The se ond domain where geometri

onstraint solving has been more widely

studied is the Computer Aided Design and Drawing eld (CAD) (see for instan e
[916℄). In this framework, the geometri

entities and relations are given under

the form of a sket h on whi h the user imposes a dimensioning ( f. gure 1).
With the progress of

omputer s ien e and the advent of CAD, te hni al de-

sign softwares enri hed with fun tionalities that automati ally solve this kind of
problems:





the user draws a sket h using the graphi al interfa e of the software,
he/she then imposes a dimensioning with spe i

tools,

a software module ( alled a solver ) modies the initial drawing so that it
satises the dimensioning.
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Fig. 1. A te

hni al sket h (left) and a s aled solution (right) without its dimensioning.
The dimensioning is normalized and depi ted by the arrows: straight arrows mean
distan e onstraints and urved arrows mean angular onstraints.

The main dieren es between CAE and CAD

ontexts lie in the form of the

statements (literal vs pi torial) and the expe ted nature of their solutions:



in CAE, one wants a way to

onstru t all the solutions, i.e. a program or a

ma ro whose input is the position of the given entities and whose output is



the solutions,
in CAD, the user only needs one drawing meeting the metri
and

requirements

lose to the shape of the sket h.

The question of being able to yield all the solutions, even in CAD, is not as
meaningless as it seems at rst sight. Indeed, it is di ult, and
write down a non-ambiguous geometri

umbersome, to

spe i ation des ribing a single obje t

and dimensioned sket hes thus often dene more than one obje t. For instan e,
the spe i ation of a triangle by the lengths of its three sides, generally denes
two triangles up to a displa ement (also

alled a dire t isometry or a rigid body

motion). In other words, when a vertex and an edge of the triangle are xed,
there are two solutions for this parti ular geometri
distan e

onstraints between

onstraint system. With

2n − 3 points, there are 2n−2

n

solutions. In the CAD

ontext, the solver should be able to sele t the more promising solution and/or to
provide a way to smartly browse the set of the solutions ( alled solution spa e ).

A

onstraint system with a nite number of solutions is said well- onstrained

and various studies have yet been done to sele t one solution and to browse
the solution spa e [12, 1720℄. A

onstraint system with an innite number of

solutions is said under- onstrained, and this state has often been viewed as a
negative fa t that the solver should dete t and
are a little bit more

orre t [21, 22℄. In fa t, things

ompli ated sin e the under- onstrainedness

an be a user

desiderata, for instan e in the ase of a spe i ation up to a dire t isometry whi h
indeed leads to an innite number of solutions, the exa t lo ation of a solution
being irrelevant, or in the

ase of the spe i ation of a kinemati

system, like a

pair of s issors.
To ta kle under- onstrained systems, the main pie e of work is that of JoanArinyo et al. [21, 23℄. First of all, they suggest that the main problems for
solving under- onstrained geometri
pletion (add
geometri

onstraint systems (GCS) are three:

onstraints in su h a way that the new GCS

onstru tions), well- onstrained

ompletion (add

om-

an be solved by
onstraints to an

under- onstrained GCS so that it be omes well- onstrained), and optimal wellonstrained

ompletion (add

onstraints so that the new GCS is well- onstrained

and the set of equations to solve simultaneously is of minimal size). Se ond,
they propose an algorithm to address the rst two problems, by in rementally
enri hing the
sible

onstraint graph with new

onstraints. Among the dierent pos-

ompletions, one needs to nd the one that will allow a given geometri

solver to solve the

ompleted system. To do this, they use the te hnique of s-tree

de omposition.
Prior to the work of Joan-Arinyo et al., Fudos and Homann [24℄ proposed
a method

alled

Lee et al. [25℄
apply

luster formation method, whi h addresses problems 1 and 3.

lassify under- onstrained sub-systems into simplied

ases and

lassi ation rules, both aspe ts being based on the graph of the GCS,

in order to deal with under- onstrained systems. The work of Trombettoni et

al. [26℄ introdu es an algorithm based on an analysis of the degrees of freedom to
solve under- onstrained GCS. Zhang and Gao [27℄ proposed a method to address
the well- onstrained

ompletion problem whi h

an then be used to de ompose

under- onstrained systems.
This paper illustrates the interest of
not as

onsidering under- onstrained systems

onstraint systems to be xed, but rather as systems to be solved as is,

in asso iation with tools able to browse the solution spa e, or as intermediary
systems in a solving pro ess. It is organized as follows. Se tion 2 re all some
fundamental denitions and fa ts of geometri

onstraint solving. In parti ular

its original sin whi h lies in the invarian e under the a tion of the isometries, makes under- onstrained the majority of

onstraint systems en ountered

in CAD. Se tion 3 des ribes a way to represent and to handle arti ulated systems. Se tion 4 explains how the
tained by relaxing some

onsideration of under- onstrained systems ob-

onstraints may help in solving well- onstrained system.

We present here two examples: a de omposition method based on the

ompu-

tation of maximal rigid sub-system (here, rigid means well- onstrained modulo

the isometries), and a method so- alled quasi-de omposition whi h mixes formal
and numeri al resolution.

2

Invarian e under a global group

In this se tion, we formalize invarian e under the a tion of transformation groups
and show the interest of the multi-group point of view in the

ontext of geometri

onstraint solving.

2.1 Geometri

onstraint systems

We use the formalism of geometri

onstraint systems used in [28℄. We briey

re all here the main notions.
A Geometri
set of

Constraint System (GCS) is a tuple

onstraints,

valuation

ρ

X

the set of unknowns and

of the parameters, a gure of

(i.e. a map from

X

to the

or the Eu lidean spa e

E3 )

o

S = (C, X, A)

S

C

the

X
E2
of C

is a valuation of the elements of

su h that the interpretation of the

S

a

ording to

ρ

is well- onstrained is

F (S)

onstraints

is denoted by

when values of parameters are not important or

ur. Then,

with

the set of parameters. Given a

onsidered model, generally the Eu lidean plane

is valid. The set of all gures of

F (S)

S

A

F

Fρ (S),

when no

simply

onfusion

is nite, under- onstrained if

F (S)

is

innite.
The joint operation is the semanti al

ounterpart of system de omposition.

an be joined. The joint of f1 ,
X1 , and f2 , dened on X2 , is the gure f1 ⊗ f2 whi h maps x to
f1 (x) if x ∈ X1 or to f2 (x) if x ∈ X2 . The ompatibility onditions are that for
any x ∈ X1 ∩ X2 , f1 (x) = f2 (x). The joint operation an be extended to joint
of gure sets by onsidering that F1 ⊗ F2 is the set of all gures obtained by
the joint of two ompatibles gures f1 and f2 , respe tively in F1 and F2 . Fig 2
Under some

ompatibility

onditions, two gures

dened on

shows the joint of two gure sets (the dotted line expresses symmetry in the top
triangle).
The notion of boundary system plays a large part in de omposition of sub-

S1 , subsystem of S = S1 + S2 , ontains
S2 whi h are subgures of
subgures of F (S) restri ted to the unknowns

systems. A boundary system of a system

all the information needed to retrieve the solutions of

F (S). We
set X2 .

denote by

F (S)|X2

the

S = S1 + S2 be a
S1 = (C1 , X1 , A1 ) and S2 = (C2 , X2 , A2 ). A boundary system of S1
with respe t to system S2 is a system that we note BS2 (S1 ) = (Ce , Xe , Ae ) with
Xe = X1 ∩ X2 , Ae = A1 ∩ A2 and Ce su h that F (BS2 (S1 )) = F (S1 )|(X1 ∩X2 ) .
Usually, Ce is omputed by heuristi s within a spe i geometri universe. Again,
The denition of boundary systems is semanti al: let

system with

to

larify notations, when there is no ambiguity as to the system with respe t to

whi h the boundary system is

omputed, it is denoted simply by

B(S).

Noti e

that there may be several dierent boundary systems, but they are all equivalent
to ea h other.

It

an be shown [28, result 2.3℄ that removing a subsystem

does not

S1

S1

from system

S

hange the solutions of the remaining system if a boundary system of

is added. In other terms, it proves the validity of bottom-up de omposition

methods: if the subsystem solvers are
the

orre t (i.e. yield only gures that satisfy

onstraints) then the joint of the subgures will yield valid solutions.
Let us illustrate this result on the example of Fig. 2:

and

F (S2 )

angle between them is xed to parameter
subset of

X2

is the set

{P3 , P4 , P5 }

ontains all triangles whose two segments are of the same length and

F (S2 )

where distan e

P3 P5

a.

We

an see that

of triangles is

k1 . F (S2 )

F (S)|X2

is the

arries triangles

that are not involved in any solutions.
The set X1 is {P1 , P2 , P3 , P5 }. Boundary variables are Xe = X1 ∩ X2 =
{P3 , P5 } and F (B(S1 )) ontains all segments in Eu lidean plane where length is
k1 . Considering a lassi al signature, this set an be synta ti ally expressed by
the system B(S1 ) = ({dist_pp(P3 , P5 , k1 )}, {P3 , P5 }, {k1 }).
Thus, S2 + B(S1 ) restri ts S2 to triangles where the distan e of the segment
opposite angle P\
3 P4 P5 is k1 . Noti e that F (B(S2 )) is just all possible segments
sin e boundary variables of S2 are {P3 , P5 } and the distan e between these two
points is not set. Here, the relation is F (S)|X1 = F (B(S2 )+S1 ) but the boundary
system B(S2 ) does not bring relevant informations sin e F (S)|X1 = F (S1 ). That
means that removing S2 from S does not impa t on X1 .
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Fig. 2. Joint of two subgures

Fig. 3. Orbits of system S

onsidering different transformations groups

2.2 Transformation groups
F is invariant by a group of transformations G (or G-invariant)
f ∈ F and any transformation ϕ ∈ G, ϕ(f ) ∈ F . By extension,
system S is said to be G-invariant if F (S) is so. For a group G

A set of gures

if for any gure
a

onstraint

G.f = {f ′ | ∃ϕ ∈ G, ϕ(f ) = f ′ } is the orbit of
f . The set of orbits of F under the a tion of G form a partition of F . The
′
asso iated equivalen e relation states that f and f are equivalent if there exists
′
a transformation ϕ ∈ G su h that f = ϕ(f ). The orbits are the equivalen e
lasses of this relation. The set of all orbits of F under the a tion of G is written
as F/G and |F/G| denotes the number of orbits.
and a gure

f ∈ F,

the set

Fig. 3a shows the very simple

onstraint system of a triangle where length

of all three sides are given. Given values for parameters

F (S)

3

and 3d represent the solution set

a

ording to the transformations group

k1 , k2

k3 ,

Fig. 3b,
lasses

onsidered. In Fig. 3b transformations

are translations, thus number of orbits is innite. In Fig. 3
dire t isometries or rigid motions, so

and

with dierent equivalen e

|F (S)/G| = 2.

transformations are

In the last

ase, Fig. 3d,

there is only one orbit, all solutions are equivalent modulo isometries.
When a

onstraint system is

set of orbit representatives

Fr

G-invariant, F (S)

an be

hara terized by a

ontaining one gure per orbit. In other words,

F (S) = G.Fr . In the previous example, the set of solutions an
F (S) = G.Fr with G the group of rigid motions and Fr a set
gures, one from ea h orbit of F (S)/G.
Those denitions allows to dene modulo

onstrainedness, a

number of orbits of the system for a given group: a geometri

S

be dened by
ontaining two
ording to the

onstraint system

is said




G if |F (S)/G| is innite,
G (or G-well- onstrained, G-w

under- onstrained modulo
well- onstrained modulo

in short) if

|F (S)/G|

is positive and nite,



over- onstrained if

Thus, when

G

S

has no solutions.

is innite, a

G-well-

onstrained system is almost always under-

onstrained sin e it has an innite number of solutions in ea h orbit. Yet, sin e
the position (or the s ale, or the orientation) are often irrelevant for the designer,
one

an

all this phenomenon under- onstrainedness by abstra tion.

A key notion when it

omes to modulo

onstrainedness is that of referen e.

A referen e for a system is a set of entities (or

oordinates of entities) su h

that pinning down ea h element of the referen e leaves only a nite number of
solutions. For instan e, a referen e for a rigid triangle dened by the lengths of
its distan es

ould be a point and a dire tion from this point to another point.

A tually, a point and a dire tion are a referen e for any rigid system and one
an similarly dene possible referen e types for every global group [28℄. In the
ase of an arti ulated system, a referen e an hors ea h rigid subsystem.
Given a transformation group
onsider a de omposition of

G-wellusual

S

G

and a

G-well- onstrained system S , let us
S = S1 + S2 . S1 and S2 are both

under the form

onstrained if and only if they share a referen e. In other words, in the

ases either

S1

or

system, whi h has to be

S2 is G-under- onstrained and the
G-well- onstrained, is mandatory.

use of a boundary

As said above, the joint operation is very useful for de omposition methods.
Considering transformation groups, the denition of the joint operation

an be

f1 and f2 an be G-joined if there exist two transformaϕ1 and ϕ2 in G su h that ϕ1 (f1 ) and ϕ2 (f2 ) an be joined. The G-joint of
f1 and f2 , noted f1 ⊗G f2 , is the set of all ϕ1 (f1 ) ⊗ ϕ2 (f2 ).
extended. Two gures
tions

Noti e that a system

an be invariant under the a tion of several groups.

For instan e, if a system is invariant by displa ement, it is also invariant by
translation and by rotation. More generally, one

an

onsider a bounded poset

of groups and then show that invarian e under the a tion of a given group implies
invarian e under the a tion of every in luded group. The biggest invarian e group
(in terms of in lusion) of a system is its well- onstrainedness group.

2.3 Interest of modulo onstrainedness
There always exists a group
of the solution set. Of
of

S,

G

su h that

S

is

G-w

: the group of permutations

ourse, expressing this group means knowing all solutions

so this is not useful to solve or de ompose. The interesting knowledge is

that of the well- onstrainedness of a system (or of subsystems) modulo global
groups, i.e. groups of transformation applying the same transformation on ea h
entity of the (sub)system.
Classi al solvers

onsider only GCS whi h are invariant by displa ements, i.e.

applying a rigid motion to a solution yields another solution. We believe that
this assumption weakens geometri
Indeed,

onstraint solvers.

onsidering subsystem whi h are invariant under other transforma-

tion groups leads to more powerful de omposition algorithms. S hramm and
S hre k [29℄ solve subsystems whi h are invariant under the a tions of similarities (rigid motions

+

s alings). From this possibiliy, S hre k and Mathis [30℄

dedu e a de omposition algorithm whi h is able to solve geometri
systems whi h were not

onstraint

onsidered as de omposable before. Similarly, van der

Meiden and Bronsvoort [31℄ extend
onsidering, on top of rigid

lassi al

luster rewriting approa hes by

lusters, two types of non-rigid

lusters: s alable

lusters (i.e. sub-systems well- onstrained modulo similarity, as in [30℄) and radial

lusters (i.e. assemblies of sub-systems whi h are well- onstrained modulo

similarities but form a

luster whi h is invariant under the a tion of similarity

but not well- onstrained modulo similarities).
Moreover, it is important to realize that the user's intent is not always to
design a displa ement-invariant obje t. On one hand, the obje t may be arti ulated. Arti les des ribing methods allowing to solve arti ulated GCS are not
many and admit the weakness of their resolution power, whether they pro eed
by analysis of the degrees of freedom of rigid obje t assemblies [32, 33℄ or by
de omposition into rigid sub-systems [34℄. On the se ond hand, the obje t may
also not be invariant by some rotations. For instan e, sket hes drawn in the

on-

text of ar hite tural design represent obje ts whi h are invariant by translation
but

annot rotate around

subsystems

x

or

y

axes. Noti e that very often, these systems or

an be s aled, when the ar hite t knows the relative distan es but

does not yet provide a xed measure.

3

Arti ulated systems

In this subse tion, we propose a method to parameterize an arti ulated GCS,

i.e. to nd a referen e for su h a system. We do not address the
problems exposed in [21℄ sin e we do not add
merely expli it whi h geometri

ompletion

onstraints to the system and

entities should be an hored for the system to

have a nite number of solutions. By pro eeding this way, we get a homogeneous
parameterization method, whi h
lated system: in the rst

an handle a rigid system as well as an arti u-

ase, our method will sele t a point and a dire tion to

be pinned down, for instan e.
In this subse tion, we

onsider geometri

onstraint systems whi h are under-

onstrained modulo any global transformation group, i.e. it is not possible to
yield a transformation group whi h a ts likewise on the whole system and for
whi h the number of orbits is nite. Eventhough they are under- onstrained,
many su h systems dene nal obje ts as they are intended by the user. This is
the

ase of all arti ulated obje ts: a pair of s issors, a desklamp, a

roboti

ar or any

system.

In order to solve these systems, three steps are needed:
1. nd a parameterization of the GCS, i.e. a referen e,
2. determine the possible values of the parameters,
3. draw the solutions for given values of the parameters.
We fo us here on step 1 and use work des ribed in the literature [17, 18℄
for the other two steps. We present an in remental algorithm to
parameterization of a GCS
onsume

S = (C, X, A).

onstraints one by one and

indu ed by the new

onsider a generi

onstraint. This generi

ompute a

The idea of this algorithm is to
referen e for the system

referen e is modied a

what the system shares with the system generated by the previously

ording to
onsumed

onstraints.

3.1 Parameterization algorithm
The referen e is

omputed under the form of a dire ted a y li

graph (DAG).

The orientation of the DAG indi ates whi h parts of the order in whi h the
dierent parts of the referen e must be an hored. When there are several disonne ted subsytems, we
the

onsider several DAGs. Together with the DAGs

ome

onstru tion rules whi h indi ate how to build entities of the system with

parts of the referen e as arguments.
Algorith 1 gives the general pro ess of the algorithm. At ea h iteration, a new
onstraint c is taken into a ount, whi h will be added to the already onstru ted
′
system S , initially empty. During the addition of c, we start by omputing the
′
system indu ed by c, Sc and the boundary system B of Sc with regard to S .
Several
1.
2.

B
B

ases o

ur:

is empty,
ontains only geometri

entities

3.

B

ontains

onstraints

on erning geometri

entities from dis onne ted sub-

onstraints

on erning several geometri

systems
4.

B

ontains

entities from a subsys-

tem

Algorithm 1 In remental parameterization algorithm
input: S = (C, X, A), a geometri onstraint system
output: R, a referen e for S (DAG)

1: let S ′ = be an empty GCS and R an empty DAG
2: for all c ∈ C do
3:
let Sc be the GCS indu ed by c and rc its referen e
4:
let B = (CB , XB , AB ) be the boundary of Sc with regard to S ′
5:
if B is empty then
6:
R ← R + rc // ase 1
7:
else if CB is empty then
8:
R ← R + (rc − XB ) // ase 2
9:
else
10:
if no two entities of XB belong to a same onne ted omponent of the
onstraint graph of S ′ then
11:
remove the referen e of all on erned onne ted omponents ex ept one
// ase 3

12:
13:
14:
15:

add part of rc as in ase 2
add ea h previously removed referen e as in ase 2

else

ompute the boundary system of the onne ted omponent ontaining
several entities on erned by c // ase 4
if it ontains the same onstraint then
if the metri is the same, then the onstraint is redundant, else it
over onstrains the system endif

16:
17:

else

18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:

attempt to dete t rigidi ation and to orre t R using geometri
onstru tion rules

end if
end if
end if
if c was dete ted as over-

onstraining or redundant
output an error/warning message

else

S ′ ← S ′ + Sc

end if
end for

then

Case 1 : empty boundary
If the boundary is empty, it means the geometri entities on erned by the new
′
onstraint do not yet appear in S : a new onne ted omponent is reated by
adding

Sc

and

rc

an be added as is.

Case 2 : only entities in the boundary
If the boundary

ontains only entities, it means the new onstraint only partially
S ′ and the already omputed referen e R does not need

on erns entities of
modi ations.

rc

is

omputed and we remove from it entities whi h are in the
S ′ . For instan e, if the new onstraint is a point-

boundary, already given by
point distan e,

rc

onsists in one point and one/two dire tions, a

dimension of the geometri

ording to the
S ′ , then

universe. If one of these points is already in

R.

only the dire tions are added to

Case 3 : the boundary ontains a onstraint between dis onne ted
subsystems
If

B

ontains the added

onne ted

onstraint but the

omponent of the

links two independent subsystems
onstraints but for the sake of
systems). In this

on erned entities are not in the same

onstraint graph, it means that the new

S1

and

larity, we here

as, we rst add

Sc

on erned by

c.

onstraints

ase of non-binary

onsider there are only two sub-

S1

(the

hoi e

hoose the system with the biggest

omputing the addition to the referen e as in

Then, we reverse the referen e DAG of
entity

(or more in

to one of these systems, say

is made through a heuristi , ours being to
referen e), thus

S2

S2

ase 2.

so that its base parameter is the

Conne ting this DAG is then easy as one simply removes

the base parameter to make both DAG

ompatible.

Reversing the DAG is performed by

onsidering a temporary DAG, initially

empty, and by adding the boundaries of ea h rigid subsystem in the right order.

Case 4 : the boundary ontains a onstraint between two entities of
a same subsystem
This

ase o

urs either when a

losed

hain is

onstraint is added. The latter is dete ted by
with regard to
are

Sc .

If it also

c

S

we dete t a redundan y (if the metri s

onsistent) or an over- onstrainedness.
If the

onstraint is not redundant, we

orre t the DAG. These
is

ontains

reated or when a redundant
′

omputing the boundary of

lassi al

on erned by two/three distan e

by interse tion of the

onsider

lassi al

onstru tion rules to

onstru tion rules are, for instan e if a point
onstraints in 2D/3D, it

orresponding

an be

onstru ted

ir les/spheres. These rules allow us to

remove elements from the referen e DAG when needed. For instan e,
a three-bars arti ulated obje t and the addition of a
of the extremities of the three-bars obje t will be

onstraint

onsider

losing it. One

onsidered as built using a

onstru tion rule, thus removing the part of the referen e that previously allowed
its

onstru tion. The new DAG

ontains a point and two dire tions, so as to build

two of the bars. The rest of the system depends entirely on these bars.
The rigidi ation of a subsystem

an be dete ted: when the parameters of a

onstru tion rule are all in the same rigid subsystem, the

onstru ted elements

extend this rigid subsystem.
It may happen that no
sider one of the

K3,3

onstru tion rule

algorithm works ne. The last
dete t it sin e no geometri
the

an be found. For instan e,

systems of gure 4: until the last

onstraint rigidies the system but we

rule applies. In this parti ular

orresponding subsystem as rigid eventhough we

on-

onstraint is added, our
ase, we

annot yield a

annot
onsider

onstru tion

plan and use a reparameterization method (see se tion 4.3) for whi h we already
know the

onstraint to remove.

3.2 Limits of this algorithm
An important limit of this algorithm lies in the fa t that some rigid systems are
only identied through the heuristi

onsisting in

onsidering that a system with

4 degrees of freedom be omes rigid if we add a new non redundant
Mathemati al theorems

onstraint.

ould tri k the algorithm.

Algorithm 1 yields only one referen e for a given system. This spe i

refer-

en e may not be the one the user wants and we do not yet have a way to provide
a referen e with several mandatory elements in it: only the base parameter
be

hosen, by using the reversal method. Even then, the

heavy, sin e it
restarting the
gorithm

an

ost of this reversal is

onsists in adding the boundaries of ea h rigid subsystem, thus
onstru tion of non-rigid

losed

hains from s rat h. Also, this al-

onsiders assemblies of rigid subsystems, and

annot take into a

ount

subsystems whi h are well- onstrained modulo other groups than the rigid motions. A promising tra k for these drawba ks lies in ow-based methods [35℄, but
there is a risk that their use only makes worse the problems of the
heuristi

ombinatorial

mentioned above, espe ially for the dete tion of over- onstrainedness.

Another tra k is a parallel use of the witness method [3638℄.

4

De omposition and under- onstrainedness

De omposing

onstraint systems into sub-system is an avatar of the divide and

onquer paradigm whi h leads to several methods whose goal is to make the
geometri

solvers more powerful. For instan e, we

position, Gröbner bases

based methods, de omposition into tri onne ted
edge based systems,

an

ite

ylindri al de om-

omputation, König-Hall de omposition, maximal ow
omponents, geometri

knowl-

lusters, et .

As mentioned above, under- onstrainedness is often a

onsequen e of the

de omposition pro ess when its deal with invarian e under the a tion of a global
group ( onsider, for instan e, the notion of virtual bond used into the Owen
de omposition). We will see in the next se tions, two example of methods where
under- onstrainedness is part of the de omposition pro ess itself.

4.1 De omposition and solving
Let us re all more pre isely what
a

onstraint system

 S′
 S′

onstraint systems de omposition means: given
S ′ su h that :

sear h a system

is semanti ally equivalent to

S,

is the union of two or more simpler systems

•
•



S,

whi h are well- onstrained modulo some global group,
and not redu ed to their boundary,

solving

S′

by using a joint operation is easier, and yields the solutions for

The more powerful de omposition methods
tion theory [39℄. Indeed given an algebrai
several algebrai

ome from the algebrai

S

elimina-

system, they are able to yield one or

systems under triangular form. After that, ea h equation has to

be solved using algebrai
But the exponential

method, like Lebesgue's method, or numeri al method.

omplexity of algebrai

formal method disqualify them for

problems of pra ti al use.
This is why, in CAD,

ombinatorial methods are

onsidered. We give here

the example of the so- alled propagation of degrees of freedom (DOF propagation) whi h is perhaps the more basi

de omposition method. Starting from a

referen e, the method tries to iteratively add to the system
and

onstraints dening

translates a

x

until

onstraint system

the vertexes

S

S1

into a

onstraint hyper-graph

an unknown

x

H = (V, E) where

oordinates, and the hyper-edges

number of real equations subtended by the
pro ess,

L

S1

More pre isely, this method

orrespond

onstraints labeled by their degree of restri tion roughly speaking the

version of the method
and

S.

orrespond to the unknowns labeled by their degree of freedom,

roughly speaking their number of
to the

is equal to

S1

haining

orresponds to a subsystem whi h is stru turally well- onstrained,

des ribes a way to de ompose

S = S1 .

onstraint. The forward

an be summarized by algorithm 2. At the end of this

S1 .

The algorithm is said su

essful when

This method yields a simple planing method where the unknowns are

ta king into a

ount one after the other.

This DOF propagation method is based on a lo al appli ation of the Laman
′
prin iple and nd a well- onstrained subsystem S of S . This subsystem is max-

imal a

ording to this method. Unfortunately, DOF propagation is not powerful,
S ′ is redu ed to a single onstraint regardless the

even in 2D. Indeed, sometimes

hosen referen e and the method fails to perform an interesting de omposition
(see, for instan e, the

K3,3

problem above). Moreover, like most of the

ombi-

natorial solvers, this method is tri ked by dependen es indu ed by geometri al
theorems. for instan e, it is unable to dete t that a triangle
angle

onstrained by three

onstraints is over- onstrained.

The W-de omposition method is also based on the

omputation of a maxi-

mal subsystem well- onstrained modulo the displa ements. Based on the witness
notion (see ...), it is not tri ked by unwanted dependen es, and it is mu h more
powerful than

ombinatorial methods in

omputing well- onstrained subsystems.

Algorithm 2 Simple DOF propagation int he
DOF 2, and ea h edge represents a

ase of all geometri

entities have

onstraint with DOC 1

input: G, the onstraint (hyper)-)graph orresponding to S
output: L an ordered list of vertexes of G
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

L is the list of the visited vertexes,
S1 is the list of the visited edges
L = hoose vertexes of G orresponding to a referen e
S1 = the onstraints joining the hosen vertexes

repeat

hoose edges {e1 , . . . em } orresponding to {c1 , . . . cm }, su h that
they are not in S1 ,
they have all the same unknow x as extremity,
they other extremities are in L,
dof(x) = Σi dor(ci )
if su h edges exist then
add x to L and,
add {e1 , . . . em } to S1

-

end if
until no more edges

an be hosen

4.2 W-de omposition
The idea of applying the notion of witness in GCS to CAD/CAM problems
omes from D. Mi helu

i. It was explained in several pla es, in luding the 2006

ADG workshop [37℄.
Considering a witness allows to nd a maximal rigid sub-system (MRS) of
a

onstraint system (see [36, 37℄). Applying this method to a rigid

system
tem of

S yields
S , some

S,
of S

whole system
rigid parts

but

onstraint

onsidering an under onstrained subsys-

an be retrieved: the W-de omposition is a

de omposition method based on this fa t.
The basi
giving system

idea of W-de omposition is then to remove onstraints from S ,
S ′ , and see if S ′ an be broken into non-trivial MRSs, i.e. MRSs

whi h are not limited to their boundary. If it does, then we use W-de omposition
on ea h non-trivial MRS. Algorithm 3 gives the pseudo- ode of the algorithm.
E ien y of the exe ution depends on the
In the worst

ase, all

are made, thus the

onstraints are tested:
4
omplexity is O(n ).

hoi e of the removed

2 × n − 3 uses of the

onstraint.

MRS algorithm

It must be noti ed that W-de omposition does not fail be ause of the
ne tivity of the
4- onne ted

on-

onstraint graph: For instan e, Fig. 5a gives an example of a

onstraint graph whi h is W-de omposable, no matter what is in-

side the inner blue part as long as it is rigid. Moreover, W-de omposition is not
based on a bottom-up

omputation, like methods with

lusters, and su

eeds in

de omposing the systems

orreponding to the graphs of Fig. 4 and Fig. 5b whi h

are not de omposable by

lassi al

ombinatorial methods.

W-de omposition is a mixture of

ombinatorial and numeri al random meth-

ods. It is obviously not as powerful than algebrai

methods, for instan e it fails

Algorithm 3 W-de omposition
Input: a rigid GCS S with

its onstraint graph G = (V, E) and
a witness W of S
Output: a list of rigid subsystems
1: repeat
2:
Delete a onstraint e
3:
Identify MRSs of (V, E/{e}) using a witness
4:
while ea h MRS is equivalent to its boundary do
5:
Choose another onstraint e and identify MRSs of (V, E/{e})
6:
end while
7: until all onstraints are tested or there is a MRS whi h is not equivalent to its
boundary
8: if no MRS bigger than its boundary is found then
9:
return list [G℄ //G is W-inde omposable
10: else
11:
remove all the onstraints in luded in non-trivial MRSs
12:
insert the boundary of all non-trivial MRSs in the system
13:
reintrodu e onstraint e in the system//this gives a rigid onstraint system
14:
re ursively W-de ompose the resulting system
15:
re ursively W-de ompose all previously identied MRSs
16:
return the on atenation of the lists obtained in the last two lines
17: end if

e1
e2

a

a

PSfrag repla ements

b

PSfrag repla ements

b
Fig. 4. 2D systems where edges represent

point-point distan es; a: 3- onne ted onstraint graph made of two K3,3 graphs onne ted with 3 onstraints; b and : graphs
obtained by repla ing MRSs identied by
algorithm 3 by their boundary with respe tively edges e1 and e2 removed.

Fig. 5. 2D examples for the Wde omposition: ea h vertex is a point
and ea h edge represents a distan e onstraint. a: W-de omposable 4- onne ted
GCS (the blue subsystem is rigid); b:
W-inde omposable system; : there are
W-inde omposable systems with an
arbitrary number of points.

in de omposing all the systems depi ted in Fig. 5 . But, we feel that it owns one
of the best ratio de opmposition power/e ien y for

onstraint systems

oming

from CAD.

4.3 Quasi-de omposition
We now outline a work about de omposition whi h was already presented at an
ADG workshop and published in [40, 41℄. This method use an under- onstrained
system whi h is built on the y and is

onsidered in some sense as an arti ulated

system whose some solutions are browsed through a numeri al method. Roughly
speaking, the idea beyond the rst step of the method

onsists in examining

why the de omposition method fails, and, in relaxing some
it su

onstraints to make

eed.

It is useful to ome ba k to the DOF propagation and to noti e that the failure

S

of the method does not ne essarily implies that system
More pre isely, assuming that system

Σi dor(ci )

S1

ase dof(x)

<

(whi h makes fail the algorithm 2 at line 6, fourth item) implies that

the whole system

S

is over- onstrained: in other words, there is a bug in the

designer spe i ation. But the method
well- onstrained, if for all unknowns
for instan e the

K3,3

x

ould as well fail, even if system
not in

S1 ,

dof(x)

> Σi dor(ci ):

S

is

onsider

graph given at Fig. 4.

Then, re all that de omposition of system

S′

is miss- onstrained.

is well- onstrained, the

semanti ally equivalent to

S

implies to

ompute a system

S

and under the form of the union of smaller
′
subsystems. Relaxing the equivalen e ondition between S and S leads to a more

exible s heme whi h we all quasi-de omposition: given a
S ′ su h that :

onstraint system

S,

sear h for a system

 S

and

S′

do not ne essarily have the same solutions but are similar" in

some sense
S ′ is de omposable,




there is a way to transform any solution for
hopes that any solution for

S

S′

into a solution for

S

and one

an be obtained like that.

This s heme was used by the adaptation of the homotopy method to CAD
problems (see [42℄). But it was also used, in a dierent way, by Gao et al. in
the

ase where

S

is quasi" de omposable with respe t to the DOF propagation

method.

Exploiting the de omposition failures to modify a system
de omposition method used, when an irredu ible
ered, some room for man÷uvre

S,

an be obtained by forgetting some

what gives an under- onstrained system, say

while keeping exibility

S1 .

Making

S1

S

is

onsid-

onstraints of

well- onstrained

an be done in two ways: transforming some unknowns

into parameters [43℄, or adding

onstraints with parameters [44℄. Obviously, the

latter way is more general sin e transforming unknown
sults in adding equation

Whatever the

onstraint system

x = µ. In this

x

ase, parameterized

into parameter

µ

re-

onstraints are added

to the system, and we
missing

an make their parameters vary in

ompensation of the

onstraints.

More formally, we have the following s heme (for the sake of simpli ity, we
onsider the repla ement of a single

gives system

S1

onstraint):


c1 (x1 , . . . , xp )



...
S=(
; {x1 , . . . , xp }; ∅)
cm−1 (x1 . . . , xp )



cm (x1 . . . , xp )

cm :

 c1 (x1 , . . . , xp )
; {x1 , . . . , xp }; ∅)
S1 = ( . . .

cm−1 (x1 . . . , xp )

by forgetting, for instan e,

d with parameter k :

c1 (x1 , . . . , xp )



...
′
; {x1 , . . . , xp }; {k})
S =(
cm−1 (x1 . . . , xp )



d(x1 , . . . xp ; k)

whi h gives by adding

onstraint

S ′ = S − cm (x1 , . . . xp + d(x1 , . . . xp ; k). The addition of one or more
′
parameters imposes S to be formally solved and the question arises of hoosing
′
the onstraints to be forgotten su h that S is formally solvable.
or, in short,

The answer of this question is strongly related to the nature of the formal
solver used. For instan e, in [44℄, the authors assume that their formal solver
solve any geometri

an

onstru tion problem with one unknown obje t and then,

they use a systemati

sear h of the

onstraints to be eliminated. This ensures

that the remaining system is solvable and a minimal number of

onstraints is

dis arded. But this brute for e algorithm is not usable anymore when there are
more than two
solve any

onstraints to remove and when the solver is not able to formally

onstru tion problem with one unknown.

The ba kward haining
system,

su h obje ts. We

xi0

onsists in

xi0 : an heuristi

all it

all the neighborhood of

and we note it

N (xi0 ).



onstru t

if the solver fails to determine

•
•

try another few

if the solver su
an o

•
•

the set of all

onstraints involving

xi0

xi0

by using

onstraints in

N (xi0 ):

then

onstrained obje t,

if the solver fails in any
parametri

xi0

onstrained obje t of the

ase where there are several

Assuming that all the other obje ts are known, the

formal solver is employed to



hoosing the less

hoi e is made in the

onstraints

ase, then try to add some heuristi ally

hosen

dj ;

eeds to formally determine

xi0

from its neighbors, two

ases

ur:

if all

onstraints of

if some

N (xi0 ) are used, the haining pro ess an ontinue
N (xi0 ), say c′l , are not used, then keep them apart.

onstraints of

Algorithm 4

The algorithm applying one step of a one step transa tional

expert system

input

: B, base of unused onstraints
Se, a transa tional expert system
S1, the onstraint system to be analyzed
output : ok, a boolean
B, the modied base of onstraints
S1, the modied onstraint system
1: l = extra t_obj_dof(B) // unknowns list
2: ok = false
3: ( ontinue,o,r,B+,B-) = try(B, Se, S1)
4: // try to apply a rule removing r degrees of
5: // freedom from o, adding fa ts in B+ and
6: // removing fa ts in B- (B is un hanged)
7: while ontinue do
8:
x = urrent_DOF(o,l)
9:
if x+r > dof(o) then
10:
ontinue = false
11:
store all the supernumerary onstraints
12:
else
13:
if x+r = dof(o) then
14:
B = update(B,B+,B-)
15:
ontinue = false, ok = true
16:
S1 = update_sys(S1, B)
17:
else
18:
l = update_list(l, (o,x+r))
19:
B = update(B,B+,B-)
// try another rule/obje t
20:
( ontinue,o,r,B+,B-) = try(B,Se,S1)
21:
end if
22:
end if
23: end while
24: done
25: return (ok, B, S1)

The system

S′

to be

′
j dj (see Alg. 4)
l cl +
haining strategy onsists in letting the knowledge

onsidered is

Conversely, the forward
based solver a t on the
onstraints

P

P

onstraint system. When the solver fails to determine

one unknown be ause some
parametri

S−

onstraints are missing, then it tries to add some

dj

in order to ontinue. At the end, when all the unknowns
′
are solved, there are some onstraints cl whi h have not been used sin e system
S was well- onstrained: these onstraints
must be forgotten. On e again, the
P ′ P
′
system S to be onsidered is S −
c
+
l l
j dj .
′
This way, the resolvability of S by the formal solver is ensured. In prin iple,
as many

onstraints were removed as ones were added (more pre isely, we should

onsider the degree of restri tion of the onstraints): we all synta ti distan e
′
between S and S the number of removed onstraints. The heuristi s used in the
previous strategies aim at minimizing this distan e, that is, at modifying

S

as

little as possible.

Solving

Let

d

be the synta ti

onstraint system with

S′

d

S and S ′ . S ′ is a parametri
k1 , . . . kd and p unknowns x1 , . . . xp . Sin e

distan e between

parameters

is formally solvable in our framework, we

an use its solutions whi h are

fi : (k1 , . . . kd ) 7→ xi (k1 , . . . kd ) where i = 1, . . . p.
′
In addition, S and S dier by d onstraints. More pre isely, most solutions
′
′
′
of S do not satisfy the removed onstraints c1 , . . . cd . But, we an sear h for
values for the parameters ki whi h satisfy these onstraints. In fa t, we just have
to solve the system S2 :
 ′
 c1 (f1 (k1 , . . . kd ), . . . , fp (k1 , . . . kd ))
...
, {k1 , . . . kd }, ∅
 ′
cd (f1 (k1 , . . . kd ), . . . , fp (k1 , . . . kd ))
fun tions

whose unknowns are

{k1 , . . . kd } and without parameters. Thus, S2
lear that if (v1 , . . . vd ) is a solution for S2 ,

numeri ally. It is then

an be solved
then

(f1 (v1 , . . . vd ), . . . fp (v1 , . . . vd ))
is a solution for

S . On
S1 is

be proved that if

way if both solvers are

ertain

onditions about the added

well- onstrained, all the solutions

onstraints

dj ,

it

an

an be obtained this

omplete.

Some di ulties arise when a numeri al solver is used to solve system

S2

but

it is beyond the s ope of this paper. Interested readers may refer to [41℄.

5

Con lusion

We explained in this paper why under- onstrained systems are useful in CAD:
they naturally appear when

onstraint systems are invariant modulo an innite

group of transformations, but they also are an ingredient of some de omposition
methods.

Moreover, from the nal user point of view, it is quite frustrating, when there
are an innite number of solutions, not to see any of them. This o

urs when the

user wants to spe ify an arti ulated obje t or when in an in remental pro ess of
design, the user wants to see the evolution of the solutions. This is why, we think
that solvers should be able to deal with under- onstrained systems by proposing
some parti ular solutions for the

urrent system, by giving tools for browsing

innite spa e of solutions. These features
of CAD softwares, more easily a

ould make way for a new generation

essible to non-expert users. We are

working on a prototype taking these points into a

urrently

ount.
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